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Abstract. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) has been widely used in information
retrieval due to its efficiency in solving the problems of polysemy and synonymy.
However, LSI is notably a computationally intensive process because of the comput-
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ing complexities of singular value decomposition and filtering operations involved in
the process. This paper presents MR-LSI, a MapReduce based distributed LSI algo-
rithm for scalable information retrieval. The performance of MR-LSI is first evalu-
ated in a small scale experimental cluster environment, and subsequently evaluated
in large scale simulation environments. By partitioning the dataset into smaller
subsets and optimizing the partitioned subsets across a cluster of computing nodes,
the overhead of the MR-LSI algorithm is reduced significantly while maintaining
a high level of accuracy in retrieving documents of user interest. A genetic algorithm
based load balancing scheme is designed to optimize the performance of MR-LSI in
heterogeneous computing environments in which the computing nodes have varied
resources.

Keywords: Information retrieval, latent semantic indexing, MapReduce, load ba-
lancing, genetic algorithms

1 INTRODUCTION

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [6, 7, 8, 11, 22, 24, 29, 36] has been widely used in
information retrieval [9, 10, 12]. It is based on the concept that latent structures
exist among a number of documents. Building on Vector Space Model (VSM),
LSI generates a Term-Document (T-D) matrix. LSI employs a truncated Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) [4, 17] to convert the keywords domain of the original
document corpus to a conceptual domain so that the latent semantic relationships
among the words and documents can be highlighted and the problems of polysemy
and synonymy can be solved. However, it has been widely recognized that LSI
suffers from scalability problems in processing massive document collections. The
reason is that SVD is computationally intensive due to its computing complexity
which can be represented by O(m×r2) where m is the number of documents and r is
the rank of T-D matrix [13, 26].

A number of approaches have been proposed in speeding up LSI process in
computation [3, 14, 16, 19, 21, 25]. However, the scalability of these approaches still
remains a challenging issue because of the lack of an effective load balancing scheme
in utilization of heterogeneous computing resources.

This paper presents MR-LSI, a distributed LSI for high performance and scal-
able information retrieval. MR-LSI improves current approaches by focusing on
three aspects. First, MR-LSI employs k-means to cluster documents into a num-
ber of subsets of documents to reduce the complexity of SVD in computation [18,
20, 37]. Second, MR-LSI builds on MapReduce [2, 5, 23, 33, 35] to distribute the
computation of LSI among a number of computers of which each computer only pro-
cesses a subset of documents. MapReduce has become a major enabling technology
in support of data intensive applications. MapReduce has built-in fault tolerance
and handles I/O operations effectively which reduces communication overhead sig-
nificantly. Finally, a resource aware load balancing scheme is designed to optimize
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the performance of the MapReduce based MR-LSI in heterogeneous computing en-
vironments.

The performance of MR-LSI is first evaluated in a small scale experimental
MapReduce environment from the aspects of both accuracy and efficiency. Sub-
sequently, a MapReduce simulator is implemented to evaluate the effectiveness of
the resource aware MR-LSI algorithm in large scale simulated MapReduce environ-
ments. Both experimental and simulation results show the effectiveness of MR-LSI
in speeding up LSI computation while maintaining a high level of accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related
work on LSI speedup in computation. Section 3 presents the design of the distributed
MR-LSI algorithm. Section 4 introduces a resource aware load balancing scheme for
optimizing the performance of MR-LSI in heterogeneous computing environments.
Section 5 evaluates the performance of MR-LSI in experimental MapReduce environ-
ments, and Section 6 evaluates the performance of MR-LSI in large scale simulated
MapReduce environments. Section 7 concludes the paper and points out some future
work.

2 RELATED WORK

The current research efforts in speeding up LSI computation generally fall into
two approaches. One approach combines LSI with clustering algorithms such as
k-means [30, 31] to cluster a set of documents into a number of smaller subsets
and process each subset of documents individually to reduce the complexity of SVD
in computation [3, 14, 16, 19]. One representative work of this approach is pre-
sented in [14] in which three clustering schemes are introduced, i.e. non-clustered
retrieval (NC), full clustered retrieval (FC) and partial clustered retrieval (PC). The
NC scheme employs a truncated SVD to pre-process the original data without any
clustering. The FC scheme fully clusters data with a k-means algorithm, and then
makes use of SVD to approximate the matrix of the document vectors in each clus-
ter. The PC scheme only works on a few clusters that are closely related to a given
query for high efficiency.

Another approach distributes the computation of LSI among a cluster of comput-
ers using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). For example, Seshadri and Iyer [28]
proposed a parallel SVD clustering algorithm using MPI. Documents are split into
a number of subsets of which each subset of the documents is clustered by a par-
ticipating computer. Experimental results have shown that the overhead in LSI
computation is significantly reduced using a number of processors.

Although the two aforementioned approaches are effective in a certain way in
speeding up LSI computation, a number of challenges still remain. For example, the
k-means approach does not consider the overhead incurred in clustering documents
which can be high when the size of document collection is large. The MPI approach
is restricted to homogeneous computing environments without any support for fault
tolerance. It should be noted that modern computing infrastructures are mainly
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heterogeneous computing environments in which computing nodes have a variety
of resources in terms of processor speed, hard disk and network bandwidth. As
a result, distributing LSI computation in a heterogeneous computing environment
with MPI can cause severe unbalanced workload in computation which leads to poor
performance.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

MR-LSI builds on MapReduce for distribution of LSI in computation. We first give
a brief description of the MapReduce programming model followed by a detailed
description of the MR-LSI algorithm.

3.1 MapReduce

MapReduce is a distributed programming model for data intensive tasks which has
become an enabling technology in support of data intensive applications. The basic
function of MapReduce model is to iterate over the input, compute key/value pairs
from each part of input, group all intermediate values by key, then iterate over
the resulting groups and finally reduce each group. The model efficiently supports
parallelism. Figure 1 presents an abstraction of a typical MapReduce framework.

Map is an initial transformation step, in which individual input records are
processed in parallel. The system shuffle and sort the map outputs and transfer them
to the reducers. Reduce is a summarization step, in which all associated records are
processed together by a single entity. Popular implementations of the MapReduce
model include Mars [15], Phoenix [32], Hadoop and Google’s implementation [1].
Among them, Hadoop has become the most popular one due to its open source
feature.

3.2 MR-LSI

MR-LSI employs k-means to group documents into a number of clusters of docu-
ments. To minimize the overhead of k-means in clustering documents, MR-LSI par-
titions the set of documents into a number of subsets of documents and distributes
these subsets of documents among a number of processors in a MapReduce Hadoop
environment. Each processor only clusters a portion of the documents and subse-
quently performs a truncated SVD operation on the generated document cluster.
The details on the design of MR-LSI are given below. Let

• D represent the set of p documents, D = {d1, d2, d3, . . . , dp}.
• P represent the set of m processors in a Hadoop cluster, P = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pm}.

Each processor runs one map instance called mapper.

• M represent the set of m mappers running in the Hadoop cluster,

M = {map1,map2,map3, . . . ,mapm}.
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Figure 1. The MapReduce model

In LSI, the set of D documents can be represented by a set of vectors denoted
by V , V = v1, v2, v3, . . . , vp. Each vector vi represents the frequencies of keywords
that appear in document di. The input of each mapper includes two parts. The first
part is a centroid set of C with k initial centroids which are randomly selected from
the vector set V , C = {ci ∈ V |c1, c2, c3, . . . , ck}. The second part of the input of
a mapper is a portion of V denoted by Vi. The vector set V is equally divided into
m portions according to the number of mappers. Thus Vi satisfies

⋃m
(i=1) Vi = V .

Each mapper mi runs on one processor pi calculating the Euclidean distances
between vij ∈ Vi and C which is denoted by dij, then

dij =‖ vij − cq ‖, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
p

m
, q = 1, 2, . . . , k.

Let dmin represent the shortest distance between vij and C, then dmin = min
(
di1,

di2, di3, . . . , di p
m

)
. Based on the shortest distance, the mapper selects the correspond-

ing ci and vij to generate a key-value pair as one output record. The output pairs
of all the mappers are fed into the reduce instance (called reducer). The reducer
groups the values with the same key ci into a set of clusters denoted by Clusteri,
Clusteri = v′1, v

′
2, v
′
3, . . . , v

′
ai, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k and

∑k
i=1 ai = p.

For each Clusteri, the reducer calculates a new centroid denoted by c′i, c
′
i =∑ai

j=1
v′j

ai
. The reducer outputs a set of centroids denoted by C ′, C ′ = c′1, c

′
2, c
′
3, . . . , c

′
k

which will be fed into the mappers for computing another set of centroids C ′′ until
the values of the centroids in set C ′ are the same as those in C ′′, then the reducer
outputs the Clusteri. Each of the k jobs runs a mapper performing a truncated SVD
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operation in Clusteri. In each Clusteri, the vectors v′ai form a T-D matrix A, where
A = UΣV T . After performing a truncated SVD operation, the matrix A can be
represented by an approximate matrix Ak, where Ak = UkΣkVk, k is the rank of the
matrix.

In LSI, for a submitted query q, it is processed using Equation (1).

q = qTUkΣ−1k . (1)

The similarities of the query to the documents can be measured by calculating
the cosine values of vector q and the vectors of matrix Vk using Equation (2).

cos θj =
qv ·Dj

‖ qv ‖2‖ Dj ‖2
, (2)

where j represents the jth document in the clustered document set.
If the value of cos θj is larger than a given threshold τ , then the document Dj will

be a target document. Therefore the set of target documents D can be represented
as D = dj| cos θj = cos(qv′Dj) ≥ τ . Finally, the reducer generates k clusters of
documents. For each cluster of documents, a truncated SVD operation is performed
and targeted documents are retrieved.

4 LOAD BALANCING

A remarkable characteristic of the MapReduce Hadoop framework is its support
for heterogeneous computing environments. Therefore computing nodes with varied
processing capabilities can be utilized to run MapReduce applications in parallel.
However, current implementation of Hadoop only employs first-in-first-out (FIFO)
and fair scheduling without support for load balancing taking into consideration the
varied resources of computers. A genetic algorithm based load balancing scheme
is designed to optimize the performance of MR-LSI in heterogeneous computing
environments.

To solve an optimization problem, genetic algorithm solutions need to be re-
presented as chromosomes encoded as a set of strings which are normally binary
strings. However, a binary representation is not feasible as the number of mappers
in a Hadoop cluster environment is normally large which will result in long binary
strings. We employ a decimal string to represent a chromosome in which the data
chunk assigned to a mapper is represented as a gene.

In Hadoop, the total time (T ) of a mapper in processing a data chunk consists
of the following four parts:

• Data copying time (tc) in copying a data chunk from Hadoop distributed file
system to local hard disk. It depends on the available network bandwidth and
the writing speed of hard disk.

• Processor running time (tp) in processing a data chunk.
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• Intermediate data merging time (tm) in combining the output files of the mapper
into one file for reduce operations.

• Buffer spilling time (tb) in emptying filled buffers.

T = tc + tp + tm + tb. (3)

Let

• Dm be the size of the data chunk.

• Hd be the writing speed of hard disk in MB/second.

• Bw be the network bandwidth in MB/second.

• Pr be the speed of the processor running the mapper process in MB/second.

• Bf be the size of the buffer of the mapper.

• Ra be the ratio of the size of the intermediate data to the size of the data chunk.

• Nf be the number of frequencies in processing intermediate data.

• Nb be the number of times that buffer is filled up.

• Vb be the volume of data processed by the processor when the buffer is filled up.

• s be the sort factor of Hadoop.

We have

tc =
Dm

min(Hd′ , Bw)
. (4)

Here tc depends on the available resources of hard disk and network bandwidth.
The slower one of the two factors will be the bottleneck in copying data chunks from
Hadoop distributed file system to the local hard disk of the mapper.

tp =
Dm

Pr

. (5)

When a buffer is filling, the processor keeps writing intermediate data into the buffer
and in the mean time the spilling process keeps writing the sorted data from the
buffer to hard disk. Therefore the filling speed of a buffer can be represented by
Pr × Ra − Hd. Thus the time to fill up a buffer can be computed by

Bf

(Pr×Ra−Hd)
.

As a result, for a buffer to be filled up, the processor will generate a volume of
intermediate data with the size of Vb which can be computed using Equation (6).

Vb = Pr ×Ra ×
Bf

Pr ×Ra −Hd

. (6)

The total amount of intermediate data generated from the original data chunk
with a size of Dm is Dm×Ra. Therefore the number of times for a buffer to be filled
up can be computed using Equation (7).

Nb =
Dm ×Ra

Vb
. (7)
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The time for a buffer to be spilled once is
Bf

Hd
, therefore the time for a buffer to

be spilled for Nb times is
Nb×Bf

Hd
. Then we have

tb =
Nb ×Bf

Hd

. (8)

The frequencies in processing intermediate data Nf can be computed using
Equation (9).

Nf =
⌊
Nb

s

⌋
− 1. (9)

When the merging occurs once, the whole volume of intermediate data will be
written into the hard disk causing an overhead of Dm×Ra

Hd
. Thus if the merging

occurs Nf times, the time consumed by hard disk IO operations can be represented

by
Dm×Ra×Nf

Hd
. We have

tm =
Dm ×Ra ×Nf

Hd

. (10)

The total time Ttotal to process data chunks in one processing wave in MapReduce
Hadoop is the maximum time consumed by k participating mappers, where

Ttotal = max(T1, T2, T3, . . . , Tk). (11)

According to divisible load theory, to achieve a minimum Ttotal, it is expected
that all the mappers to complete data processing at the same time:

T1 = T2 = T3 = . . . = Tk. (12)

Let

• Ti be the processing time for the ith mapper.

• T̄ be the average time of the k mappers in data processing, T̄ =
∑k

i=1
Ti

k
.

Based on Equations (11) and (12), the fitness function is to measure the distance
between Ti and T̄ . Therefore, the fitness function can be defined using Equation (13)
which is used by the genetic algorithm in finding an optimal or a near optimal
solution in determining the size for a data chunk.

f(T ) =

√√√√ k∑
i=1

(T̄ − Ti)2. (13)

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performances of MR-LSI we set up a small scale Hadoop cluster
consisting of four computer nodes. Table 1 shows the configurations of the Hadoop
cluster.
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Number of Hadoop nodes: 4

Nodes’ specifications: Three Datanodes: CPU Q6600@2.4 G, RAM
3 GB and running OS Fedora 11. One Name-
node: CPU C2D7750@2.26 G, RAM 2 GB and
running OS Fedora 12.

Number of mappers per node: 2

Number of reducer: 1

Network bandwidth: 1 000 Gbps

Table 1. The experimental environment

To evaluate the performances of MR-LSI, 1 000 papers were collected from the
IEEE Xplore data source. For each paper selected, a T-D matrix will be constructed.
In the tests, we also designed two strategies for clustering documents which is si-
milar to the clustered strategies proposed in [14]. One strategy is Closest Distance
Searching (CDS) and the other one is All Distances Searching (ADS). CDS calculates
the distances between a query q and the centroid of each sub-cluster. The closest
sub-cluster to the query q will have the highest probability in containing the target
documents. A truncated SVD will only be performed on the closest sub-cluster.
ADS calculates the distance between a query and the centroid of each sub-cluster,
and a truncated SVD will be performed on all the sub-clusters.

MR-LSI was evaluated from the aspects of precision and recall in comparison
with standalone LSI, standalone LSI combined with k-means using the CDS strategy,
and standalone LSI combined with k-means using the ADS strategy. From the
results presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3, we can observe that the performance
of MR-LSI is close to that of the standalone LSI. It is worth pointing out that the
CDS strategy only works on the closest sub-cluster of documents related to a query.
Compared with other algorithms, CDS retrieves a smaller number of documents
which result in lower performance in recall.

We conducted a number of tests to evaluate the overhead of MR-LSI in compu-
tation. The number of documents to be retrieved varied from 100 to 1 000. However,
the size of the dataset was not large. From Figure 4 and Figure 5, we can observe
that MR-LSI consumed more time than other algorithms in processing the dataset.
This is mainly due to the overhead generated by the Hadoop framework which is
effective in processing large scale data. Both the ADS and the CDS strategies per-
form faster than the standalone LSI indicating the effectiveness of a combination of
LSI with k-means.

We also conducted a number of additional tests to further evaluate the overhead
of MR-LSI in processing a large collection of documents. We increased the size of
the document collection from 5 KB to 20 MB and compared the overhead of MR-LSI
with that of the CDS strategy as it is faster than both the standalone LSI and the
ADS strategy. From the results plotted in Figure 6, we can observe that when the
data size is less than 1.25 MB, the overhead of CDS is stable. However, the overhead
of CDS starts growing when the size of dataset is larger than 2.5 MB. When the size
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Figure 2. The precision of MR-LSI

of data reaches 10 MB, the overhead of CDS increases sharply. Compared with CDS,
the overhead of MR-LSI is highly stable with an increasing size of dataset; this shows
its better scalability than the CDS strategy.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

To further evaluate the effectiveness of MR-LSI in large scale MapReduce environ-
ments, we have implemented HSim [39], a MapReduce Hadoop simulator using the
Java programming language. In this section, we assess the performance of the MR-
LSI in simulation environments. Using HSim, we simulated a number of Hadoop
environments and evaluated the performance of MR-LSI from the aspects of scal-
ability, the effectiveness in load balancing and the overhead of the load balancing
scheme.

To study the impacts of Hadoop parameters on the performance of MR-LSI,
we simulated a cluster with the configurations as shown in Table 2. Each node had
a processor with 4 cores. The number of mappers is equal to the number of processor
cores. We run two mappers on a single processor with two cores. The speeds of the
processors were simulated in terms of the volume of data in MB processed per second.
In the following sections, we show the impacts of a number of Hadoop parameters
on the performance of MR-LSI.

6.1 Scalability

From Figure 7, we observe that the overhead of MR-LSI in computation is reduced
with an increasing number of mappers showing a high scalability of the MR-LSI
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Figure 3. The recall of MR-LSI

Number of simulated nodes: 250

Data size: 100 000 MB

CPU processing speed: Up to 0.65 MB/s

Hard drive reading speed: 80 MB/s

Hard drive writing speed: 40 MB/s

Memory reading speed: 6 000 MB/s

Memory writing speed: 5 000 MB/s

Network bandwidth: 1 Gbps

Number of mappers: 4 per node

Number of reducers: 1 or more

Table 2. The simulated environment

algorithm. It is worth noting that the number of reducers on a computing node does
not contribute much to the overhead of MR-LSI due to the fact that the overhead
of MR-LSI is mainly caused by the mappers involved.

6.2 Sort Factor

In Hadoop, the parameter of sort factor controls the maximum number of data
streams to be merged in one wave when sorting files. Therefore, the value of sort
factor affects the IO performance of MR-LSI. From Figure 8, we can observe that
the case of using sort factor 100 gives a better performance than sort factor 10.
When the value of sort factor is changed from 10 to 100, the number of spilled files
will be increased which reduces the overhead in merging.
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6.3 Buffer Size

The buffer size in Hadoop contributes to IO performance, and it affects the per-
formance of a processor. The default value of a buffer size is 100 MB. We tested
the performance of MR-LSI with a data size of 1 000 MB. As shown in Figure 9,
the mappers generate a small number of spilled files when using a large size buffer
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which reduces the overhead in merging. Furthermore, a large buffer size can keep
the processor working without any blocking for a long period of time.

6.4 Chunk Size

Each mapper processes a data chunk at a time. Thus the size of data chunks
highly affects the number of processing waves of mappers. From Figure 10, we
can observe that using a large size for data chunks reduces the overhead of map-
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pers in processing, and also reduces the total overhead of the process as shown
in Figure 11. However, both of the two chunk sizes produce the same perfor-
mance when the number of mappers increases to 800 and 900, respectively. In
the case of chunk size 64 MB, to process 100 000 MB data, using 800 mappers needs⌈
100 000MB
800×64MB

⌉
= 2 waves to finish the job. In the case of chunk size 100 MB, using 800

mappers needs
⌈
100 000MB
800×64MB

⌉
= 2 waves to finish the job. Similarly, using 900 mappers

needs 2 waves to process the 100 000 MB data in both cases. When the number of
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mappers reaches 1 000, the performance of the two cases with different data sizes
varies.
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6.5 Number of Reducers

Figure 12 shows that increasing the number of reducers enhances the performance
of MR-LSI when the number of reducers small. When more reducers are used
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more resources will need to be consumed due to Hadoop’s management work on
the reducers. In some cases multiple reducers need an additional job to collect and
merge the results of each reducer to form a final result. This can also cause large
overhead.
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6.6 Load Balancing

Table 3 shows the configurations of the simulated Hadoop environments in evaluating
the effectiveness of the load balancing scheme of MR-LSI.

Number of simulated nodes: 20

Number of processors in each node: 1

Number of cores in each processor: 2

Size of data Test 1: 10 GB, Test 2: 10 GB to 100 GB

The processing speeds of processors: Depending on heterogeneities

Heterogeneities: From 0 to 2.28

Number of hard disk in each node: 1

Reading speed of Hard disk: 80 MB/s

Writing speed of Hard disk: 40 MB/s

Number of Map instances Each node contributes 2 Map instances

Number of Reduce instances 1

Sort factor: 100

Table 3. Hadoop simulation configuration
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To evaluate the load balancing algorithm we simulate a cluster with 20 comput-
ers. Each computer has one processor with two cores. The number of mappers is
equal to the number of processor cores. Therefore we run two mappers on a sin-
gle processor with two cores. The speeds of the processors are generated based on
the heterogeneities of the Hadoop cluster. In the simulation environments the total
processing power of the cluster was P =

∑n
i=1 pi where n represents the number of

the processors employed in the cluster and pi represents the processing speed of the
ith processor. For a Hadoop cluster with a total computing capacity P , the levels of
heterogeneity of the Hadoop cluster can be defined using Equation (14).

Heterogeneity =

√√√√( k∑
i=1

(p̄− pi)2
)
. (14)

In the simulation, the value of heterogeneity was in the range of 0 and 2.28. The
hard disk reading and writing speeds were generated based on the real measurements
from the experiments conducted.

We first tested 10 GB data in the simulated cluster with different levels of hete-
rogeneity. From Figure 13, it can be observed that when the level of heterogeneity
is less than 1.08 which indicates a homogeneous environment, the load balancing
scheme does not make any difference to the performance of MR-LSI. However, the
load balancing scheme reduces the overhead of MR-LSI significantly with an increas-
ing level of heterogeneity.
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Figure 13. The performance of the load balancing scheme

The load balancing scheme builds on a genetic algorithm whose convergence
affects the efficiency of MR-LSI. To analyze the convergence of the genetic algorithm,
we varied the number of generations and measured the overhead of MR-LSI in
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Figure 14. The convergence of the load balancing scheme

processing a 10 GB dataset in the simulated Hadoop environment. Figure 14 shows
that MR-LSI has a quick convergence process in reaching a stable performance.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented MR-LSI for scalable information retrieval. MR-LSI
is effective when processing a large dataset due to high scalability of MapReduce
in support of data intensive applications. Both experimental and simulation results
have shown that the MR-LSI algorithm speeds up the computation process of SVD
while maintaining a high level of accuracy in information retrieval.

For future work, we are considering Amazon EC2 Cloud resources [38] for eval-
uating the performance of MR-LSI in large scale real Hadoop clusters.
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